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Dragon’s Den
Play It | One Day I Ate Lunch with a Dragon
Go around the circle creating a cumulative lunch menu with each person adding something. “One day I
ate lunch with a dragon and he cooked me some hot dogs. One day I ate lunch with a dragon and he
cooked me some hot dogs and some French fries.” This doesn’t have to be an elimination game. Just go
around the circle and you can all help each other, when needed, to remember the entire menu.

Read It | Dragons
There are many wonderful stories about dragons. New and old,
all of them provide adventure and intrigue. Here are a few fun
stories to share with family. If you can’t access any books on
dragons, share your favorite dragon story!
Saint George and the Dragon retold by Margaret Hodges,
illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman

Kenny and the Dragon by Tony DiTerlizzi

Dragons Love Tacos by Adam Rubin, illustrated by Daniel
Salmieri

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon by Grace Lin

Make It | Dragon Den
Dragon’s live in dens. Make your own! Gather up pillows, sheets, blankets, or boxes in your house. Build
them together by draping the sheets and blankets over chairs or boxes. Put the pillows underneath and go
inside your dragon den! Here you can read books, keep your treasures, or even have a sleepover.

Write It | Writing Prompt
Imagine you are trapped in a dragon’s den. Write about how you got there. Did the dragon take you? Did
you find it while on a hike? Then write about what you’ll do. Do you befriend the dragon? What happens
in the cave? Do you get out alive? Do you decide to stay? Write your story!
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Cook It | Dragon Deviled Eggs
Ingredients:
●
●
●
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●
●

8 eggs
food coloring (any color you want your eggs to be)
¼ cup mayonnaise
2 tsp yellow mustard
2 tsp tabasco
3 slices of bacon, cooked and chopped
1 jalapeño pepper, minced
salt, to taste
paprika

Instructions:
In a large pan, boil some water. Add eggs and cook for nine minutes. Put the eggs in an ice bath to let
them cool down.
Crack the eggs, without peeling them. Put each egg in a Ziploc bag and add food coloring. Massage the
bag until eggs are coated with food coloring. Rest for half an hour. Rinse to remove excess of food
coloring. Peel.
Cut the eggs in half and scoop the yolk into a bowl. Mix the yolk with mayonnaise, mustard, tabasco,
jalapeño, bacon, and salt.
Scoop the mixture into the empty egg whites. Sprinkle with paprika and serve. Enjoy!
Recipe from: https://keepspicy.com/make-deviled-dragon-eggs-worthy-targaryen/
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